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1. Introductiol1

Computational cOlllplexity issues in algehraic geoluetry necessitate two refinements in the

notion of degree of a projective scheme, naInely, the geometrie degree and the arithmetie

degree (cf. [Har], [B-M], [Kol]). Given a hOlllogeneous ideal I in S := k[Xl' ... ,Xn ], k any

field, a fundamental probleIn is to bound these refined degrces in terms of the generators

of I.

The main results in this paper givc bounds for the aritlunetic degree of a monomial

ideal (Theorem 3.1) and for the geometrie deg;ree of an arbitrary ideal (Theorenl 4.3). One

novelty of independent interest is a cOlnbinatorial construction (called standard pairs) for

these clegrees in the case of 1110nolnial ideals. In §5 we prescnt applications to the effective

division problem anel to extensions of Bezout's Theorem. In §2 we discuss two theorenlS

which relate the aritluuetic degrce to the Nullstellensatz and to Gröbner bases. These

two are essentially due to Kollar [1<01] anel Hartshorne [Har]' while our contribution lies in

providing new, self-containecl proofs.

In this section we recall the basic definitions. Let I = qo n ql n ... n qt be a

primary decomposition of I, with associated prinles Pi := Vfii, defining (irreducible)

varieties Zi := V(pd in p:-l for i 2:: 0, while Po = (Xl, ... , Xn ) and thus Zo := V(po) = 0.
Bappose that ql, ... , qs are the isolated cOlllponents of I, so that V(I) = Zl U ... U Zs

is set-theoretically the lninilual clecomposition of V( I) into varieties. Let mult(qi) be the

classicallength-multiplicity (see, e.g. [GroD, that is, rn.uZt(qd is the length I of a nlaxilnal

strictly increasing chain of Pi-prilnary ideals:
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Equivalently, rnult(qd is the length of the loeal ring (5/ I)Pi'

The usual geolnetrie degree of Zi is the eardinality of Zi n L for ahnost all linear

subspaces L of eomplementary diInension. It is denoted by deg Zi. The degree of I is

deg(I) := L. mult(qd . deg Zi.
i .uch that

dimZ; =dim(I)

This is also the normalized leading coefficient of the Hilbert polynomial of 5/ I. By contrast,

the geometrie degree of I is defined by taking the SUln over all isolated cOlnponents:

[j

geom-deg(I) := L 7Hult(qi)' deg Zi,
i=l

This degree is at the heart of the so-called refined Bezout's Theorem (see e.g. [Ful], [Va]).

The two nations of degree defined so far ignore the embedded components qi, i E

{O, 8 +1, ... , t}. To lneasure their contributions to I, we need to recall the notion of length

multiplicity relative to I (see e.g. [B-M, §3], [E-H, p. 61]). Given any horl1ogeneous prilne

ideal p in 5, we consider the ideal J := Uj>o (I : pi). This is the int~rsection of the

prilnary camponents of I with associated prilnes not containing p. We define rnultI(p) to

be the length eof a ruaxirual strictly increasing chain of ideals

(1.1 ) I = J{ C Jl- 1 C ... C J2 C J1 C J,

where each Jk equals q n J for SOlne p-prirnary ideal q. Equivalent definitions are:

(1.2) multI(p) is the length of thc module J5p/ISp ;

(1.3) mult[(p) is the length of the largest ideal of finite length in the ring Sp/ ISp.

We have 7nult [(p) > 0 if anel only if p is an associated prime of I. If qi is an isolated

cOlllponent of I, then multI(Pi) = mult(qi). The arithmetic degree of I is now definecl as

(1.4) arith-deg(I) := L multj(p)' deg(p),

where p runs over all hOlllogeneous priInes in S. (Note: this includes the irrelevant ideal.)

The following silnple example nlay serve as an illustration. Let n = 3 anel
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Then deg(I) = 1, geom-deg(I) = 2, and arith-deg(I) = 5. The contributions of the two

embedded cOlnponents are 1nultI((x , y)) = 1 and ntultI((x,y,z)) = 2. That the irrelevant

ideal (x, y, z) has multiplicity 2 in I can be seen frolu the luaxilnal sequence
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2. On the arithnletic degree

The inlportance of the cancept of arithmetic degree for C01l1putational problems in algebraic

geolnetry is highlighted by the follawing version of the Nullstellensatz.

/TI arith-deg(l) ~ I.Theorem 2.1. Let I be a homogen€ous ideal of S. Tllen V 1

This theorem had been stated as a conjecture in an early draft of this paper. J. I(ollar

kindly informed us that a proof can be gotten from his approach describing rnultI(p) in

[Kol, Remark 1.12]. Subsequently, we faund the following direct proof. It starts out with

an easy splitting property of the arithmetic degree.

Lenuna 2.2. Let I be a homogeneous ideal oi S alld P a maxiInal associated prinle oi I.

Let J be the intersection oi the primary componellts oi I with associated primes different

from P, in any priInary decompositioll of I. Then

arith-deg( I) arith-deg( J) + multl(P) . deg(P).

Proof: In view of the maximality hypothesis , no associated prime of I 01' J strictly

contains P. In other words, we have 111ultl(p) = rnult](p) = 0 for any hOlnogeneous priIne

ideal p in S which strictly contains P. Since prJ ~ I ~ J for sufficiently large integers

r > 0, we have ISp = J Sp for any priIne p not containing P. By (1.3), this implies

multI(p) = mult](p) for any priIne pother than P. Finally, since P is not an associated

prime of J, we have 7nultJ(P) = O. Evaluating the sum (1.4) far both land J, we obtain

the desired result. _
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We note that Lemlna 2.2 is false if P is not a maximal associated prime of I. (In this

case the ideal J and its arithmetic degree depend on the chosen prilnary decolnposition.)

For instance, taking P = (x, y) in (1.5), we find arith-deg(J) = arith-deg(I) = 5, where

(2.1) J

Proof of Theoreln 2.1: Let P and J be as in Leuuua 2.2. Then we may split

r;.arith-deg(I) r;arith-deg( J) r;m ult[( P)deg( P)
vI =vI 'vI

~ Jjarith-deg(J) . pmult[(P) .

By induction on the nluuber of the associated priInes we may assume that

r:;arith-deg( J)
vJ ~ J.

It remains to show that J pmult[(P) ~ I. This can be done locally at every associated

prime p of I. For p i= P, the inclusion is iInUlediate because J Sp = ISp. For p = P we

assume, on the contrary, that Jpmult/(P)Sp =j:. ISp. Then (Jpj +I)Sp =j:. (Jpj+l +I)Sp

for j = 0, ... ,nHdtI(P). For, otherwise we would have

Jpmult/(P)Sp ~ (JPj+I)Sp = n(Jpr+I)Sp=ISp,
r?:j

by I(rull's Intersection Theorem. We get a strictly increasing chain of 1nultI(P) + 2 ideals

ISp c (J pmult[(P) + I)Sp c ... c (J p2 + I)Sp c (J P + I)Sp C J Sp,

which gives a contracliction to the definition (1.2) of mult](P).•

We next establish a conncction to Gröbner bases theory by showing that the arithmetic

degree of a homogeneous ideal is bounded above by that of any initial ideal, and, nl0reover

this inequality holds for the contributions in each dilnension. Theorem 2.3 is a special

case of a lnore general result due to R. Hartshorne. Indeed, in [Rar, Theorem 2.10) it is

shown that aTith- degr ( . ) is upper-selnicontinuous with respect to flat faruilies of pro j ective

schemes, and a well-known result of Gröbner basis theory states that, for any tenn order,

the initial ideal in(I) is a flat defofll1ation of I (see e.g. [B-M], [Eis]). We write arith-degr(I)

for the subsum over all terms in (1.4) where p has (affine) dimension 1', for l' = 0,1, ... ,n.
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Theorenl 2.3. Fix any tenn order on 5, aJld let I C 5 be any hOIllogeneous ideal. Then

for a1l l' = 0 l 1, ... , n.

The following self-eontained proof uses a different eharaeterization of thc arithnlctie

degree, whieh is purely enumerative and, in fact, serves as the definition in [Har]. Let I

be a horl1ogeneous ideal in S. For eaeh integer r =.0,1, ... ,n we eonsider

I~r { fES : dim (I : f) < r }. (2.2)

(2.3)

Using elernentary properties of ideal quotients (as in e.g. [GroD, it ean be verified that the

set I?r is an ideal in 5, eontaining I, and that it equals the interseetion of aU priIl1ary

eomponents of dilnension ~ r in any priluary deeoIl1position of I. VVe also find that the

Hilbert polynolnial of the graded S-rnodule I~r/I has the form

arith-degr(I) . d r - 1 + O(dr- 2).
(r - I)!

Proof oE Theorem 2.3: V-le clainl the following inclusion of monomial ideals:

(2.4) i 11 ( I? r ) C (i n ( I) ) ~ r .

Indeed, suppose 111 E in(I~r). Then 111 = in(f) for SOlne f E I?r, and therefore l' >
dim(I: f) --=- dirn. in(I: f). Since in(I: f) is contained in (in(I) : in(f)) = (in(I) : rn),

we conclude dirn (in(I) : 1n) < 1', and therefore 171 E (in(I)) ?r'

Whenever we have an inclusion of hOlnogeneous ideals I ~ I' in 5, then their quotient

I' /1 is isomorphie as a graded veetor spaee to in(I')/in(I). To see this, it suffiees to note

that the eanonieal monornial basis for in(I')/in(I) lifts to a basis for I' / I. Applying this

observation to I' = I?r, and using (2.4), we obtain the inclusion of graded vcetor spaccs:

(2.5) I~rII in(I~r )/in(I) (in(I)) >r l in(I).

The leading ternl of the Hilbert polynomial of the right hand side in (2.5) exeeeds that of

the left hand siele. By (2.3), this proves Theorem 2.3. •

Theorem 2.3 shows that in bounding the aritluuetie degree it rnakes sense to eoncen

trate on the ease of a monomial ideal. This is what we will do in the next section.

Example 2.4. Let n = 4 and let I bc the prirue ideal of the rnonomial curve given

pararnetrically by (S7 : s5t 2 : s2t5 : e). Clearly, deg(I) = geom-deg(I) = arith-deg(I) = 7.

Using the methocls in [Tho, §3], we find that I has the universal Gröbner basis

{
52 74 632 525 7 4 6

XIX4 - X2' X 1 X3 X 4 - X 2 , X I X 3 - X 2 , X 1 X 4 - X 3l XIX2 X 4 - X3'

• 2 3 4 4 3 2 2 3 5}
XIX4 - X2 X 3, Xl X 3 - X 2X4, XIX 3 - X 2X 4 , X 2 X 4 - X 3 ,
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and that there are preeisely 14 distinct initial ideals. All of theul fail to be square-free,

which implies that the inequalities arith-deg(in(I» > 7 are strict. The gap ean vary widely:

the arithmetic degrees of the 14 initial monolnial ideals are between 9 and 18.

3. The aritlulletic degree of a 1110nOlUial ideal

The objective of this section is to prove the following lower and upper bounds.

Theorenl 3.1. Let I be a proper monomial ideal in S = k[XI" .. ,xn ] with IniniInal set

oE monomial generators {7nl, m2, ... ,n~s}, and let e := dim(I) + s - n. Thcn

n~ax{deg(111d:i=I,... ,s} < arith-deg(I) ~ Ildeg(rni) - e.
i=l

The upper bound in Theorenl 3.1 is false for a general homogeneous ideal which is not

generated by lnonomials, even if we delete the excess dimension term e. We do not know

whether the lower bound generalizes to arbitrary homogeneous ideals.

Example 3.2. (see also [1<01, p. 966]) Let I be the ideal generated by the farms

for any integers b > a > O. It follows from {S-V, p. 171 and Prop. 1.9, p. 162] that

geom-deg(I) = deg(I) = a + b ancl arith-deg(I) = a + b+ C-~ + 1).
For b~ a, the arithmetic degree of I exceeds deg(f) . deg(g) . deg( h) = 2b2 • •

The key idea in proving Theorem 3.1 is to give a combinatorial rule for the length

multiplicity 1nultI(') of a monolnial ideal I. Each associated prime of I has the fonn

Pz := (Xi : Xi E X \Z), where Z is a subset of X = {Xl, ... ,xn }. Let M denote the

set of all monomials in k[X] . There is a natural map M ----t 2X, 111 1---+ SUpp(m ), whieh

takes eaeh monomial to its set of variables. A pair (rn, Z) in /\11 x 2x is called admissible

if Z n supp(7n) = 0. We define a partial order "~" on the set of all admissible pairs by

(3.1) (rn, Z) ::; (rn', Z') <===} m divides 1n' and supp(n~'/7n) U Z' ~ Z.

The condition (3.1) is equivalent to the inclu8ion of graded vector spaces 1n'· k[Z'] C

m· k[Z]. An admissible pair (nI, Z) i8 called Jtandard (with respeet to the Illonomial ideal

I) if m· k[Z] n I = 0, and (nt, Z) is Illinilnal with this property in the partial order

(3.1). Let std(I) denote the nlllllber of all standard pairs of a mononllal ideal I.
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Lemma 3.3. Every Inonomial ideal I in S satisnes ariih-deg(1) = std(I). lvIore precisely,

for nxed Z E 2x , mult/(Pz ) equals tbe llulnber of standard pairs of the form ( . ,Z).

Proof: Dur Inonomial ideal has the following decomposition into irreducible ideals:

(3.2) 1 - n( ~eg~i (m}+1 . . V\Z)
- Xl . X, E j\ ,

where the intersection is over all standard pairs (1n, Z). Split this intersection with respect

to the different sets Z and apply the definition of 1nultI(') given in the introdnction. •

.-
Note that any monomial ideal can be recovered from its standard pairs using (3.2).

For an example consider the ideal I in (1.5). Hs standard pairs are

(3.3) (xy, { }), (xy z, { }), (1, {y, z}), (1, { x}), (x, {z}).

If we replace (x, {z }) by (x z, { }) in (3.3) then we get precisely the standard pairs of the

ideal J in (2.1). We need three lnore lelnmas for the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Lemnla 3.4.

(a) For a principal mOllolnial ideal I = (rn), we llave std(l) = deg(1n).

(b) For any two lnonolnial ideals 11 allel 12 , we llave std(11 + 12 ) ::; sid(11 ) . std(12 ),

Proof'

(a): The standard pairs are (xi,.Y \ {x}) where xE supP(1n) and 0::; i < degx(nl,).

(b): Für each standard pai r (m1, Z1) of 11 and each standard pair (rn2, Z2) of 12, determine

their snpremUIU in the partial order (3.1). In the resnlti ng poset of ::; sid(11 ) • sid(12 )

pairs select the lninilnal elements. They are precisely the standard pairs for 11 + 12 . •

Lemlua 3.5. Let 1 C k[XI, ... , x n ] be allY monomial ideal, and P = (Xl, ... ,Xd)' Tben

P is an isolated prime of I if and only if (1, {Xd+l, ... , x 71 }) is a standard pair of 1.

Proof: The inclusion 1 ~ P is equivalent to the conclition k(Xd+l" .. ,xn ] n 1 = {O}.
This means there exists a stanclarel pair (171, Z) slualler 01' equal to (1, {x d+I , ... , X 71 }) in

the partial order "::;". In this case we must have 1n = 1 anel {Xd+l, ... ,xn } ~ Z.

We conclude that I is contained in P if and only if there exists a snbset Z of variables

such that (1, Z) is stanclard anel {x d+ 1 , •.• , Xn} ~ Z. If this inclusiün is proper, thcn the

ideal (Xi : Xi E X \ Z) contains 1 and is properly contained in P, so that P is not a

minimal prime of I. On the othcr hand, if {Xd+l, ... , x 71 } = Z thcn uo other ideal of the

form (Xi : xi E X \ Z'), Z' ~ Z, contains I .•
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Lemlna 3.5 iU1plies that the geolnetrie degree geom-deg(I) equals the number of

standard pairs (m, Z) for whieh (1, Z) is also standard.

Lenuna 3.6. Let I be a Inonolnial ideal, let 111 be a monomialoE degree at least 2 and

suppose that dün(I) = dirn(I + (17'1,)). Then std(I + (m)) ::; std(I)· deg(rn) - 1.

Proof Sinee dün(I) = dirn(I + (m)), the rnonomial m is eontained in a minimal prilne

P of I. We n1ay assun1e P = (Xl, ... ,Xd), 111 = X~l X;~ ... x~n, and i l ~ 1. By Lelllina 3.5,

II := (1, {Xd+l, . .. ,xn }) is a standard pair of I. We need to show that two of the erosswise

suprema formed in the proof of Lelllina 3.4 (h) are eomparable in the poset (3.1), which

meaus one of them is disearded when passing to lninimal elements.

Gase 1: dl 2:: 2. Then (l,{x2""'x n }) ancl (Xl,{X2,""X n }) are standard pairs of (1n),
giving the same supreillum:

Case 2: dl = 1 and d2 ~ 1. Then (1, {X2, ... , x n }) and (1, {Xl, X3, ... ,Xn }) are standard

pairs of (1n), giving e01l1parable suprelua:

Gase 3: d l = 1 and dn 2:: 1. Then (1, {X2, . .. , x n }) and (1, {Xl, X2, . .. , Xn-l}) are standard

pairs of (111), giving eOU1parable suprelna:

This exhausts all eases up to relabeling. _

Proof oE Theorem 3.1. y.·.,Te first reillove aU variables whieh appeal' in the set {rni,' .. ,ms }.

This does not alter any of the three expressions in the two claimed inequalities. So, we

mayassume deg(m·d 2:: 2 for i = 1, ... , s. Starting with Lel111ua 3.4 (a), we apply Lemlua

3.4 (b) and Lelnma 3.6 iteratively to I = (1n1, ... , 11~i-l) and n~ = mi, for i = 2, ... ,s.

The exeess dinlension e eqllals the nUlllber of indices i for which the dimension hypothesis

of Lemma 3.6 is satisfied. This proves the assertcd upper bouncl for arith-deg(I).

For the lower bound we lnay aSSllme that deg(n1l) 2:: deg(111d for aU i, and 7nl =

X~l x;~ ... x~r, where 0 < r ::::; n and al, ... ,ar > O. Consider the foUowing sequenee of

deg(1nl) = L: aj standard monomials (i.e. lllonomials not in I), arranged in r groups:

(3.4)
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For each monomial m' in (3.4) there exists a standard pair (m, Z) which is a cover of 1n l

in the sense that n1' E m· ]([Z], 01', equivalently, 1n divides m' and sUPP(1n' Irr/,) ~ Z.

In view of Lemma 3.3, it suffiees to show that the covers (rn, Z) of any two n10nonlials

in the list (3.4) are. distinct. We proceed by contradiction and assulue there cxist two

standard n10nomials nl', rn" in (3.4) which have the same cover (rn" Z).

Case 1: 1n' and m" are fronl the salue group, say m' = X~l X~1 ••. x~r and 1'n" =

xilx~2"'x~r, i l < j •. Then {Xl} = sllpp(m"lm') ~ supp(m"11n) ~ Z. Writing

U := {X2, ... , Xr } \ Z, this implies 1n = TIiEU Xfi. Therefore 1n1 E m . k[Z], which is

a contradiction to the fact that 1111 = X~l X~1 .•. x~r lies in ].

Case 2: 1nl and 1n" are from different gronps, say m l = X~l X~1 .•• x~r and 111,"

{Xl, XZ} supp(n1" Igcd(n1', m")) U supp(111,' Igcd( m /,111'1))

C sUPP(1n" 11n) U sUPP(1n' Im) ~ Z.

Writing U := {X3"'" x r } \ Z, this inlplies 111, = TIiEU Xfi, and hence 1n) E m . k[Z], in

contradietion to m) = X~l X~2 •.• :r~r E I. This cOlupletes the proof of Theorem 3.1. •

4. On the geoluetric degree

The geometrie degree behaves quite differently from the arithmetie degree. For instance,

while the arithnletic degree goes up nncler Gröbner basis cOluputations (Theoren1 2.3), it

turns out that the geometrie degree goes in the opposite direction.

Proposition 4.1. Let I be a hOlnogeneous ideal in k[x), . .. ,xn ] and in(I) its initial ideal

with respect to any term order. Tl1en

(4.1) geom-deg(I) 2:: geom-deg(in(I)).

Proo!: First suppose that ] is pure d-dimensional, that is, each isolated prime of I has

dimension d. Then in(I) is pure d-dilncnsional as weH (see e.g. [K-S]). Since thc clegree is

preserved undel' taking initial ideals, and sinee degTee and geolnetrie degree coincide for

pure ideals, we have geom-deg(I) = deg(I) = deg(in(I)) = geom-deg(in(I)).

Suppose now that I has dill1cnsion d but is not pure. Write ] = J n ](, where J is

pure cl-dimensional and each isolated prime of ]( has dimension::; d - 1 and is isolated in

I as weIl. We have deg(I) = deg(J) and geom-deg(I) = deg(J) +geom-dcg(K). If in(I)

is pure, then we are done since geom-deg(in(I)) = deg(in(I)) = deg(I) ::; geom-deg(I). If

in(I) is not pure, then write in(I) = J' n ](' where J' is a pure d-din1ensional 1110nolnial
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ideal and each isolated pritne of J(/ has ditnension ::; d - 1 and is isolated in in(I). By

induction on the dinlension we have gcom-deg(in(J()) ::; geom-deg(J(), and therefore it

suffices to show geom-deg(J(')::; geom-deg(in(I()). This follows from our construction

because each isolated prime of J(I is isolated and of the satue tuultiplicity in in(J(). _

Example 4.2. Let l' be any ideal which has an isolated component of dituension less

than dinl-(J'), and let I be obtained frotn l' by a generic linear change of coordinates. For

the lexicographic tenn order (coordinate projection) we get the sharp inequality in (4.1):

(4.2) geom-deg(in(I)) = deg(in(I)) = deg(I) < geotu-deg(I).

The main goal of this section, however, is to prove the following Bezout-type result.

Theorenl 4.3. Let I c J be hOlnogeneous ideals in S = k[Xl, . .. ,xn ] such that Sp/1Sp
is Cohen-Macaulay for every isolated prime P of J. Let /1,' .. ,/m be forms in J such that

J = I + (/1, ... , fm). Set di := deg(fi) and suppose tllat d1 ~ d2 ~ .•• ~ dm. Tllen

(4.3) geom-deg(J) ::; d1d2 ~ .. dt . geom-deg(I),

wllere t := lnax{ ht(P/ I) I P is an isolated prime oE J}.

Remarks: (a) The inequality (4.3) fails to hold if the degrees of the generators are not

sorted clecreasingly: For instance, if I = (0), J = (x2y, xy2, xm , ym) then deg(J) = 2m >
deg(x2y) . deg(xy2) = 9, which leads to a violation of (4.3) for rn ~ 5.

(h) Exa1uple 3.2 shows that Theorem 4.3 does not hold for the arithmetic clegree.

(c) The case where S / I is a Cohen-Nlacaulay ring was already considered by P. Philipon

[Ph, Prop. 3.3] and D. Brownawell [Br2]. They proved that geom-deg( J) ::; dl . deg(I).

Before embarking on the proof of Theorenl 4.3 we derive two lemluas.

Lemma 4.4. Let I be a homogeneous idea'l and f a fOrIn in S such t]lat S p / I S p is

Coben-Macaulay for a11 isolated associated prüne ideals P of (I, f). Tllen

geom-deg(I, f) ::; deg(f)· geom-deg(I).

Proof: Let 11 resp. 12 denote the intersection of all isolated primary conlponents of I

whose associated pritne ideals contain resp. do not contain f. Then

geom-deg(1) = geom-deg(1I) + geo1n-deg(I2 ).

10



Similarly, let J1 and J2 be the intersection of all isolated prinlary components of (I, f)

whose associated prime ideals are resp. are not associated isolated prime ideals of I. Then

geom-deg(I, f) = geom-deg( J1 ) + geom-deg( J2 ).

It suffices to prove the two inequalities geom- deg( JJI) :s; deg(f)· geom- deg( I JI) for v = 1, 2.

The set of isolated prime ideals P of I which contain f is exactly the set of prime ideals

P which are isolated priule ideals of both I and (I, f). Hence

geom-deg(I1 ) ~ €(Spj ISp) . deg(P)

> ~e(Spj(I,f)Sp).deg(P) = geom-deg(J1 ).

Let Ui denote the intersection of all i-dilnensional isolated priInary components of 12

(Ui = S in the absence of such components). Then geom-deg(I2 ) = Li deg(Ud. Since Ui

is an unnlixed ideal and f is relatively prilne to Ui, 3011 isolated primes of (Ui, f) have the

same dilnension and geom-deg(Ui, f) = deg(Ui, f) = deg(f)· deg(Ud. Therefore,

~ geom-deg(Ui' f) = deg(f)· geom-deg(I2 ).

i

The proof will be conlpleted if we can show that

geom-deg(J2 ) ::; ~ deg(Ui' f).
i

For this we only need to show that every isolatecl primary component U of J2 is also an

isolated primary cOluponent of SOlne ideal (Uil f). Let P be the radical of U. By the

definition of J2 , the prinle P is not an isolated prime of I. Hence any isolated prinle ideal

of I contained in P does not contain f. Since Sp / I S p is a Cohen-Macaulay ring, I S p

is an unmixecl ideal. Hence all associated prime ideals of I S p come from isolated prilne

ideals of I which have the sarne dimension din~S/ P +1 and which do not contain f. So wc

can conclude that ISp = Ui5p for i = dirnS/P + 1. Since USp = (I,f)Sp = (Ui,f)Sp,

the ideal U must be an isolated priInary cOlnponent of (Ui, f), as required. _

The Cohen-Macaulay condition of Lelnma 4.4 cannot be replaced by the condition

that f ~ P for any minilnal prime P of I. For exanlple, let I = (Xi,XIX2) and f = X2.

Then (I, f) = (xi, X2) and geom-deg(I, f) = deg(I, f) = 2 > 1 = geom-deg(I).

For the proof of Theorem 4.3 we also need the following lemlna which shows that J

can be approxinlated by a sequel1ce of extensions as in Lemlna 4.4.
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Lelnnla 4.5. Let I 811d J = (1 , / 1 , ..• 1/m) and tlle integer t be as In Theorem 4.3.

Suppose tllat k is an infinite field and that f1,' .. ,Im deHne a Ininünal k-basis for J / I.

Then there exist fornls gl,"" gt in J with deg(gi) = di = deg(/i) whic11 satisfy:

(i) The ring 5p / (1,91, ,9i-1)5p is Collen-Macaulay for any isolated prime ideal P of

(I, 91, ... ,gd, i = 1, ,t.

(ii) EvelY isolated prüne ideal of J is also an isolated prime ideal of (1,91,' .. ,gt}.

Proof· We may assunlC that t > O. Für any integer d > 0 let Jd denote the ideal generated

by land the honl0geneous elements of dcgree d of J. Put d = d1 . Since any h01l10geneous

minimal basis for J / I contains at least an element of degree cl, Jd is not contained in the

ideal I + M J, where /vI denotes the irrelevant ideal (x1, ... , X n)' rvIüreover, since Jd has

thc same radieal as J, any pri1ue Q R. J of 5 eIoes not eontain Jd. Thus, (I + M J) n Jd

and Q n Jd are proper subideals üf Jd. Sinee k is infinite, we ean find a fonn 91 E Jd,

91 rt I + M J, with de9(91) = d such that g1 tJ. Q for any associated prinle Q ~ J of I.

We will sho\v that 5 p / I Sp is Cohen-11aeaulay for any isolated prilne P of (I, 91 ).

If P is also an isolated pritne of I, then di m S p / 15p = 0 and wc are done. If P is not

an isolated pritne of I, \ve Inay asSlnne that P ~ J. For 1 if P ~ J, then P nnlst be an

isolated prime of J because (I, g1) ~ J, and in this ease, 5 p / 15p is Cohen~Macaulay by

the assulnption of Theorem 4.3. If P ~ J, by the choice of gl, the form g1 does not belong

to any associated pritne of I eontained in P. Hence gl is a non-zero-divisor of Sp/I5p.

Since di'Tn S p / I S p = 1, S p / I S p is a Cohen-Macaulay ring.

For t = 1, we have just proved (i). To see (ii) let P now be an arbitrary isolated prilne

of J. If ht(P/I) = 0, then Pis an isolated prinle of I. Since I c (I,gl) ~ J, P IUUSt be

an isolated pritne of (I, 9d. If ht(P / I) = 1, any isolated prilne of I cont ained in P cloes

not contain J. The fonu gl cloes not belong to any such pritnc ideal. Hence ht(P' / I) = 1

for any isolated priIne P' of (I,9I) cüntaineel in P. Now, if P is not an isolated priIne

of (I, 9I), there exists an isolated ideal P' of (I, gd properly eontained in P. This would

imply ht(P/ I) > ht(P' / I) = 1, a contradietion.

If t ~ 2, we ean show similarly as above that Sp f(I, gl)5p is Cohen-Macaulay for

any isolated prinle P of J. It is easily seen that J / (I, gl) cau be nlinimally generated by

1n - 1 hOIllogeneous elelnents of degree d2 2": ... 2": dm and

t - 1 = max{ht{P/(I, gd) I P is an isolatecl prinle of J}.

Therefore, using induetion, we may assunle that there exist forms 91, ... ,gs with deg(gd =
di which together with 91 satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii). The proof of Lemma 4.5 is

now complete. _
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Proof of Theorem 4.3: Clearly, the geometrie degree is preserved nudel' base field exten

sion. So we may replace k by a fielel of rational fnnctions k(u) in order to get an infinite

base field. Now we can apply Lerunla 4.5 to find homogeneous polynoruials 91, ... ,9t in J

satisfying the conditions (i) anel (ii). Using (ii) of Lemma 4.5 we get

geom-deg( J) ~ geom-deg(I, 9], ... ,9d·

By successively applying Lemrna 4.4 we obtain from (i) of Lemma 4.5 our desired bonnd:

geom-deg(I, 91, ... ,gt) ~ cl1 ·•· dt . geom-deg(I). -

We elose with a variant of Theorenl 4.3 for the case when I is a prime ideal. In that

case we ruay choose gl with deg(91) = ruin deg(li). Applying Lenuua 4.5 we then find the

other elements 92, ... ,gt. Notice the change in thc ordering of the degrees of 11,/2, . .. ,Im.

Corollary 4.6. Let I be a 1101nogeneous prüne ideal anel J =:> I a }lomogeneous ideal in

S such t}lat S p / I S p is Cohen-Macaulay for any mininlal prime P of J. Let /1, . .. ,Im
be forms in J such that J = (I, f], ... ,Im)' We set d i := deg(/d and suppose tllat

d2 ~ d3 ~ •.• 2:: dm 2:: d l . Let t = IUax {ht( P / I) I P is a Ininimal prime ideal oE J}. TlJen

geom-deg( J) < d l d2 ... d t . deg(I).

5. On the division problenl and extensions of Bezout's Theorem.

In computational algebra there is great interest in the effeetive Nullstellensatz anel the

effeetive division problem. For the history and thc general state of the art of these problenIs

we refer to the literature, whieh ineludes [Br1], [C-G-H], [1(01], [AIUO], [B-Y], [Seh]. Dur

eontribution in this seetion is an applieation of the results on the geometrie degree in §4.

Theorenl 5.1. Let /,11,"" fm be polynolllials in S := k[X1, ... , x n ] such that 1 E

(f1, . .. ,Im) and tl1e hOlnogenized ideal I := (hfl' ... , hfm) in R := k[xo, Xl, ,Xn]has 110

elnbedded components containing xo. Put di = deg(fd alld suppose d2 2:: 2:: dm 2:: cl l .

Then there exist 91, ... ,gm E S such tllat f = g111 + ... + gm/m with

(i) deg(gi!i) ~ lnax {d1+... +dn+h deg(f)} if dinl(R/ I) = 0.

(ii) deg(gifd < dl d2 ... dt - geom-deg(l) + deg(f) if dim(R/ I) > 0, where t 1S

tbe Inaximal height of an isolated prime of I alld 1 is the intersection of all prinlary

components of I whose associated primes do not contain xo.

Here the homogenization of a polynonlial f is defined in the usual way as

deg(f) I( / / )X o . Xl XO,···, X n Xo .

13



Part (i) of Theorenl 5.1 is an easy consequence of a classical result of Macaulay, see e.g. (5ch,

Proposition 1]. Part (ii) was proved by Schiffmann [5ch] in the special case where 1 is a

complete interseetioll. Here is the l110re general situation.

ProoE oE part (ii): 5uppose di7n(Rj1) > 0. vVe have geom-deg(I) ::; dl d2 •.• cl, by

Corollary 4.6. Let 10 be the intersection of all isolated primary C0111pOnellts of I which

contain Xo. Note that arith-deg(Io) = geom-deg(Io), and hence xgeom-deg(lo) E I by

Theorem 2.1. Then

geom-deg(Io) = geom-deg(I) - geom-deg(l).

H h dt,,·dt -geom-deg(J) hlenee we ave X o . E I, and the eonclusion follows. •

For the Bezout version of the Nullstellensatz we 0btain the following eorollary.

Corollary 5.2. Let 111 ,Im be polynomials in S whicb }lave no COlnmon zeros. Set d i =

deg(/d alld suppose d2 2:: 2:: dm .2:: d1 .2:: 2. H tlle homogenized ideal I := (hfI, ... ,hfm)

has no embedded primes which contaill Xo, t}len there exist gl, . .. ,gm in S such that

1 = g1/1 + ... + gm im

with deg(gifd ::; d l ... d'l' where J.-L = Inin{rn, 12}.

ProoE: Let t be the maxirnal height of any isolated prime ideal of 1. If t = 12 + 1, then

dirn(Rj I) = 0, and we can apply Theorem 5.1 (i) in order to obtain dcg(gild ::; d}··· dn

(cf. [Seh]). Note that 1n .2:: n in this case. If t < 11, + 1, then t::; min {ffi, n}. In this case

the conclusion follows from Theorem 5.1 (ii) with I = 1. •

Dur second application coneerns Bezout's theorem. The intersection theory developecl

in [Ful] anel [Vo] provides the following refined version: Let 11 , ,Ir be equiclimensional

homogeneous ideals without enlbecldeel components in S = k[x 1 , , X n] such that Sp j Ii SP

is Cohen-Macaulay for all minitnal prirnes P of 11 + ... + Ir, and i = 1, ... ,r. Then

(5.1)
r

geom-deg(I1 + ... + Ir) < TI deg(Id·
i=l

Using Theoreln 5.1 we will prove a variant without the equidinlensionality hypothesis:

Theorem 5.3. Let 11, .,. ,Ir be 110mogeneous ideals in S such that Sp / 1i Sp is Cohen

Macaulay for a11 isolated priInes P oE 11 + ... + Ir and i = 1, ... ,r. Then

r

geom-dcg(I1 + ... + Ir) < TI geo1n-deg(1i ).

i::;;: 1
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Proof· We shall prove only the ease l' = 2 sinee the other eases are similar. Let I~ be

the image of 12 under the substitutions Xi 1---4- Vi, where Yl, . .. ,Yn are new indetenninates.

We denote by I the extension ideal of 11 + I~ in R = k[Xl" .. ,X n , Yl,' .. ,Yn]' Setting

li = Xi - Yi for i = 1, ... ,11., we have R/(1, /1, ... ,In) ~ 5/(11 +12 ), and henee

geom-deg(Il +12 ) = geom-deg(I, 11, . .. ,In)'

Lell1lna 3 of [A-H-V] implies that R p / IR p is Cohen- Maeaulay for all miniInal prill1eS P

of (1,11, . .. ,In). Henee we ean apply Theoren1 5.1 to get:

geom-deg(I, 11, ... ,in) :::; geom-deg(I).

To eomplete the proof of Theore1l1 5.3, it suffices to show that the geometrie degree is

multiplicative with respect to taking joins of projective schemes:

(5.2) geom-deg(I) = geom-deg(I1 ) • geom-dcg(I2 )

Incleed, by [Vo, Le111ma 2.3), every pair (Q1, Q2) of 111inimal prilnary eomponents of / 1
and 12 yields a minimal primary component Ql + Q~ of I in R with deg(Q1 + Q;)
deg (Q1) . de9 (Q2), and, moreover, every 111iniIl1al prilnary ideal of I aJ:ises in this way. _

Corollary 5.4. Let X,}~ be locally Cohen-lvIacaulay subsc11elnes of projective n-space

such that di1n(X) +dim(Y) > n. Thell geom-deg(X nY) ::; geom-deg(X). geom-deg(Y).

Theoren1 5.3 and Corollary 5.4 are not true in general without the Cohen-Macaulay

condition. Let X, Y be recluced and irreducible subvarieties of pn meeting properly. If

there is an irreducible con1ponent C of X nY such that Ox1c is not Cohen-Macaulay, then

it follows froln Bezout's Theoreul (see e.g. [Vo]) that deg(X) . deg(Y) < deg(X n :V). In

view of the results in [F-V], it would be nice to improve Theoreln 5.3 as follows.

Problem 5.5. Let I, J be hOll1ogeneous ideals in S. We set e := dim(I + J) + n 

(dim I + din" J) ~ O. Assume that S / I and S / J are Cohen-Macaulay k-algebras and

In J contains no linear fonns. Is then deg(I) . deg(J) ~ geom-deg(1 + J) + e ?

All inequalities for the geonletric degree which we derive in this seetion are generally

false for the arithmetic degree (cf. Exarnple 3.2). One promising option in getting Bezout

type theorenl for the arithlnetic degree is to use Gröbner bases instead of ideal generators.

Corollary 5.6. Let I be any hOlTIogeneolls ideal in 5 = k[Xl, . .. ,xn], let {91' 92, ... ,gs}
a Gröbner basis for I witll respect to allY term order, and let e := dirn(1) + s - n. Tllen

arith-deg( I) < deg(gl) . deg(g2) ..... deg(g s) - e.

15



Prao!: This was proved for Inonolllial ideals in Theorem 3.1. Using Theorerll 2.3, anel

dim(I) = dim(in(I)), deg(gd = deg(in(gd), it follows for arbitrary horllogeneous ideals.

•
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